
Why Collaborate 
Climate change adaptation is a complex 
endeavour and collaboration is the key to 
success. There are many reasons to collaborate 
on climate change adaptation projects:


• Networking


• Learning together


• Sharing the same understanding


• Using the same vocabulary


• Building trust


• Sharing resources


• Partnering on projects


• Can make progress faster


• Communicate more easily


• Relationship building


• Better decision making

Contact the CCCC 
Address 

Chignecto Climate Change Collaborative            
℅ EOS Eco-Energy                                                 
PO Box 6001, 131D Main St.                      
Sackville, NB E4L 1G6 

Email: eos@nb.aibn.com 

Phone: 506)536-4487  

Website 

https://eosecoenergy.com/en/projects/climate-
change-adaptation/tantramar-climate-change-
adaptation-collaborative/ 


The Chignecto Isthmus is the narrow strip of 
land that connects New Brunswick to Nova 
Scotia: 
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History 
The award-winning and internationally renowned 
Chignecto Climate Change Collaborative (formerly 
the Tantramar Climate Change Adaptation 

Collaborative) first formed in January of 2013. 


Climate change adaptation is a large and complex 
issue, too big for one community to address alone. 
Thus, there was a need to come together and 
address climate change adaptation in a collective, 
coordinated fashion – with communities in the 
Chignecto region, on both sides of the New 
Brunswick- Nova Scotia border. 


The CCCC holds an annual workshop to learn more 
about adaptation issues including local sea level 
rise, emergency measures, salt marsh restoration, 
the state of the dykes, education and outreach 
activities, and much more. 


A regional adaptation plan was developed in 2013 
and is updated every five years (see website).


EOS Eco-Energy coordinates the CCCC.

Who We Are 
The Collaborative working group includes 
representatives from the following organizations: 

Vision 
The CCCC envisions the Chignecto region being 
resilient to climate change. 


Mission 
The CCCC works collaboratively to advance 
regional adaptation activities across the Chignecto 
region of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia.


Initiatives 
• Oversees and advances the Chignecto Region 

Adaptation Plan 


• Coordinates annual workshops for Collaborative 
members, the public and youth on topics such as 
sea level rise, the dykes, flood risk reduction, 
emergency and storm preparedness, 
infrastructure & retreat, and more.


• Storm Prep Tantramar Facebook Group


• Educational sea level rise signs and markers 


